Interior Design is all about:

is a multi--faceted profession in which creative and technical solutions are applied within a structure to achieve a built interior environment.
The interior design process follows a systematic and coordinated methodology, including research, analysis, and integration of knowledge into the creative process, whereby the needs and resources of the client are satisfied to produce an interior space that fulfills the project goals. (from wikipedia)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interior_design

St. Scholastica's College Manila

sit and flair season trends
Exhibit - School Project in Interior Design VIDEO

The Future interior Designers:
(Nikki) / Dina / Areej / (Redj)/ (Jesy) / (Peechie) / (Joan)/

2008 exhibit chairs made by third year students of Bacelor of Science in Interior Design of Saint Scholastica's College Manila last January 2009 held at Fort Bonifacio Global City Home Depot.

Professors: Helena Sharon Malinis / Lot Hilvano / Evangeline Kuizon / Manuel Noche / Edward Hernandez / Don Amorsolo

ZEB-ZEB CHAIR

Zeb-Zeb chair takes on a contemporary approach in chair design inspired by a maple leaf. Smooth lines and a play of material, weaving-layering strips of metal, creates the chair's three-dimensional structure. The form also follows the anthropometric contours of the human form creating a cradling feel.
BANGLE CHAIR

The Bangle chair mimics the shape and colors of, as the name suggests, a bangle. The designer used metal and formed it like a real bangle and gave it a metallic color making it more realistic. This is inspired from the spring collection where the bangle is used as an accessory.

CHAISSLEY CHAIR

A "summer collection" inspired chair, suits the hip and the stylish. Considering function, form and scale, Chaisley Chair mixes modern design with traditional materials. Metal provides stability of the chair with the ottoman accentuated. Its paisley-patterned fabric adds to the chic and modern concept of the chair.

BOOSTE CHAIR

Booste chair, literally taken from a spring's design, the size and appearance are made to reflect its continuous circles. Complemented with metal colors of silver and bronze this accent piece not only provides comfort but also a touch of elegance and beauty to any space.

TROPICAL DAINTY CHAIR

The Tropical Dainty Chair is inspired by flowers in bloom. It brings out the essence of summer that presents the extraordinary beauty and luxury of nature. The chair's color reflects a sense of adventure with passion and joy. Harmonizing an innovative design style transformed the chair into something unique and with the blissful vibrant color of sunlight, the simplicity of fashion trends may be distinguished.

NAWT-NAWT

The Nawt-Nawt Chair (pronounced as "gnawt") is inspired by the venus cut in fashion. With its name derived from nautilus shell, this chair reminds us of the summer season. The nawt-nawt chair is made of a metal frame and rattan-weave finish with a comfortable loose cushion. The nawt-nawt chair is sure to give a comfy, fashionable and "summery" tone to any space.

LEAFUMN OTTOMAN with side table

The name Leafumn is lifted from the words leaf and autumn. The Leafumn ottoman is inspired by the softness of a leaf thus the chair bends to form a C shape. It is made of wood with a loose cushion. This furniture can be as combined as one furniture piece or divided into two functional pieces, a leafumn ottoman with a side table.

HOOOP CHAIR

The Hooop Chair is inspired by circular shaped earrings. This trendy petite chair is primarily designed for outdoor use. It is made up of round shaped metal frames with stunning gold finish and rectangular cushion covered with black velvet for elegance.


Look also www.Art.PhilippineEducation.ph and www.ArtsCrafts.PhilippineCulture.ph